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Abstract
In interactive pictures, or VR scenes where no explicit

buttons exist, users may be overwhelmed by the number
of possible and perfectly logical locations in which hot
spots might be embedded. In any particular scene, the
users are too often left to their own devices in order to find
hot spots (portals, gates, links). This problem becomes
even more acute in photo-realistic environments since
control over which object appears in the final image may
be limited. In this paper, we propose a version of our
toolbox aimed at helping designers identify and enhance
hot spots image regions so that they become more
apparent and attractive or, in other words, get the user’s
attention. This computer tool performs an evaluation of
images based on their physical features (Hue, Saturation,
Lightness, Size, Contrast and more recently: Texture,
Shape and Edge Orientation) and graphically shows which
regions are more likely to attract a user’s gaze.
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1. Introduction
With the growing popularity of photo-realistic VR

environment such as those produced for Apple Quicktime
VR™ panoramas or RealSpace RealVR™ and the
possibility of linking from scene to scene, more designers
rely solely on hot spots to enable users to navigate an
environment. In order to appear natural, hotspots should
be unobtrusive, but this very same characteristic makes
them hard to find in rich and complex natural scenes. As a
quick remedy, since users are generally comfortable with
icons, words, menus or buttons, many designers overlay
one or more of these over their photo-realistic images.
The now infamous “Click here” labels are often the only
way to find hot spots. Although the presence of such
words facilitate navigation at first, it takes the user
attention away from the main task (i.e. exploring a castle
or finding animals hidden behind the branches of a tree).
Labels also rarely enhance the aesthetic value of a picture.
For these reasons, we have developed a series of tools to

help designers produce photo-realistic environments with
easier to find hot spots.

The 3R toolbox performs an analysis and selects the
most attractive regions of the image. An editor lets the
designer choose to further highlight a particular part of the
picture or, alternatively, tone down regions that could
cause confusion.

2. Overview of the 3R TOOLBOX
Since the 3R toolbox has been described in details in a

paper by Plante, et al. [1], we will only briefly review its
features and more importantly focus on the issues related
to photorealistic scenes. The 3R Toolbox can be divided
into the three following components:

REX (Attractive Region Extraction Tool) This component
segments a picture into various regions.

RAN (Attractive Region Analyzer) evaluates these regions
based on their level of attractiveness.

RED (Region Editor) provides the designer with a tool to
increase or reduce attractiveness of specific regions in a
picture.

2.1 REX
This component constitutes the core of the Highly

Attractive Region Extraction Method [2] and performs the
following steps:

1. Filters the noise in the picture
2. Segments the picture using the K-Means

Algorithm (KMA) in a L*a*b* color space.
3. Combines segmented regions that share similar

colors
4. Asks RAN to evaluate the regions

5. Outputs regions selected as attractive by RAN

2.2 RAN
This module evaluates the level of attractiveness for

each region found by the REX component or specified by
the user. Since it looks only at the rough structure, RAN
does not use any semantic information to perform its
evaluation, instead, it uses the physical features of a
picture which contribute most to attract attention.  



Figure 1. Selection Mode of the 3R Toolbox Region Editor

2.3 RED
The Region Editor allows the designer to fine-tune a

region to make it more or less attractive. Two modes are
built into the editor, namely: the Selection Mode and the
Expert Mode. In the Selection Mode, the designer is
presented with alternative solutions and selects from that
series of corrected examples. The initial state of this
interface is dictated by the immediate surroundings of a
selected area of the image. This means that not only the
selection is analyzed but also the image background
around it. This information is used to pre-adjust the
settings for each individual images. RED in its Selection
Mode (see figure 1) generates several variations based on
varying hue, saturation and lightness of the selected
region.

In the Expert Mode, the RED shows slider bars
corresponding to hue, saturation and lightness parameters.

3. Photo-Realistic Scenes
In an experiment [3] conducted with 20 subjects and 50

pictures showing photo-realistic scenes, the results
showed that our method could accurately detect attractive
regions at a rate of 83.5%.

Attracting the user’s attention to specific hot spots in
a photo-realistic scene is a balancing act between keeping
the overall aesthetic integrity of the image and designing
effective navigation. It requires artistic judgement on the
part of the designer as to which method, i.e. slighty
changing the hue or increasing the saturation of an area,
will give the best overall result. RED provides in one
window the necessary views to enable an informed choice.

4. Future works
We are presently refining the 3R Toolbox and adding

new physical features to the analysis. An attempt at
mapping these physical features to semantic information
using a neural network model is also in the making. As
an example, this would allow us to request that the
software find pictures that include mountains from a large
database.
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